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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which command should an administrator use to determine the
SmartIO cache hit ratio for the /datafile system?
A. vxioadm stat /data
B. sfcache stat /data
C. smartioadm stat /data
D. vxstat smartio /data
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Reference:
https://sort.veritas.com/public/documents/sfha/6.2/aix/productg
uides/html/ sfhas_smartio_solutions/ch03s12.htm

NEW QUESTION: 2
Data Collection jobs can be created from which area?
A. Manage > Control Points
B. Manage > Queries
C. Manage > Agents

D. Manage > Standards
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Imagine the following scenario:
A company wants to execute a payment run on a daily basis and
process several company codes
at the same time. If the amount exceeds US$ 1000, the vendors
are to be paid by bank transfer,
amounts less than US$ 1000 are to be paid by check. The
customer has two house banks and
wants all checks to be processed by bank A and all (Choose Two)
A. You specify, per house bank, whether payments are to be made
by check only or also by transfer
B. You can precisely schedule the print program from within the
application
C. You specify the payment method from within the application,
in the master record
D. You store variants for print programs within customizing.
Here you can specify that the information is to be output to a
data carrier. (F110 and not in FBZP)
E. The payment proposal of the automatic payment program can
only be displayed
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
How many cubed pieces of fudge that are 3 inches on an edge can
be packed into a Christmas tin that is
9 inches deep by 12 inches wide by 8 inches high with the lid
still being able to be closed?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
E. 4
Answer: D
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